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Intent Inference for Hand Pointing Gesture Based
Interactions in Vehicles
Bashar I. Ahmad, James K. Murphy, Patrick M. Langdon, Simon J. Godsill, Robert Hardy and Lee Skrypchuk
Abstract—Using interactive displays, such as a touchscreen,
in vehicles typically requires dedicating a considerable amount
of visual as well as cognitive capacity and undertaking a hand
pointing gesture to select the intended item on the interface. This
can act as a distractor from the primary task of driving and con-
sequently can have serious safety implications. Due to road and
driving conditions, the user input can also be highly perturbed
resulting in erroneous selections compromising the system usab-
ility. In this paper, we propose intent-aware displays that utilise
a pointing gesture tracker in conjunction with suitable Bayesian
destination inference algorithms to determine the item the user
intends to select, which can be achieved with high confidence
remarkably early in the pointing gesture. This can drastically
reduce the time and effort required to successfully complete an
in-vehicle selection task. In the proposed probabilistic inference
framework, the likelihood of all the nominal destinations are
sequentially calculated by modelling the hand pointing gesture
movements as a destination-reverting process. This leads to a
Kalman filter-type implementation of the prediction routine that
requires minimal parameter training and has low computational
burden; it is also amenable to parallelisation. The substantial
gains obtained using an intent-aware display are demonstrated
using data collected in an instrumented vehicle driven under
various road conditions.
Index Terms—Interactive Displays, Finger Tracking, Human
Computer Interactions, Bayesian Inference, Kalman filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
INTERACTIVE displays are becoming an integrated partof the modern vehicle environment and are increasingly
replacing traditional static controls such as buttons, knobs,
switches and gauges [1]–[6]. This has been facilitated by the
proliferation of the touchscreen technology and the ability of
such displays to effectively handle a multitude of functions.
They can accommodate the large quantities of information
associated with control of and feedback from In-Vehicle In-
fotainment Systems (IVIS). The functionality and complexity
of IVIS have steadily increased to incorporate, amongst other
services, route guidance, communications, climate control and
music players. Touchscreens also facilitate intuitive interac-
tions via pointing gestures, particularly for novice users, and
offer design flexibility through a combined display-input–
feedback module [1]–[4]. The display can easily be adapted
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to the context of use and thereby can minimise clutter in the
vehicle interior introduced by mechanical controls; see, for
example, the Volvo concept car [5].
However, using a touchscreen entails undertaking a hand
pointing gesture that inevitably requires substantial visual,
cognitive and manual capacity [1], [7]–[9]. The user input can
also be highly perturbed, with the pointing finger exhibiting
erratic movements due to driving and/or road conditions [10]–
[13]. This leads to erroneous selections. Rectifying these errors
or adapting to the noisy environment ties up further attention
that would otherwise be available for driving [10]–[12]. Such
distractions can have serious safety implications by hampering
the driver’s situational awareness, steering capability, and
lane maintenance [14]–[16]. Figure 1 shows the frequency of
successfully selecting the intended item on a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) displayed on an in-vehicle touchscreen. The
results shown were obtained from four passengers, undertak-
ing a large number of pointing tasks on a variety of road
conditions. It is clear from the figure that the difficulty of the
selection task increases as the road conditions deteriorate. The
erroneous selection rate exceeds 75% when driving over harsh
terrain. The selection success rate is expected to be even lower
for the driver as their attention is divided between pointing and
driving [17], [18].
In this paper, we propose intent-aware interactive displays that
can determine, early in the pointing gesture, the item a user
intends to select, e.g. a GUI icon displayed on a touchscreen.
This enables significant reduction in the pointing time and
therefore effort (visual, cognitive and manual) required to
accomplish the selection task, helping maintain the driver’s
focus on the road. The system introduced here, depicted in
Figure 2, employs a gesture tracking sensor to capture, in
real-time, the pointing hand/finger location(s) that are used
Figure 1: Target selection on an in-vehicle touchscreen.
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Figure 2: System block diagram with a complete trajectory of
the pointing gesture to select the Ith highlighted GUI icon.
by the destination inference module. Several such sensors,
including the Microsoft Kinect [19], Leap Motion controller
[20] and Nimble UX, have emerged recently, facilitating ac-
curate gestures tracking and recognition. The development of
these devices has been motivated by a desire to extend Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) beyond traditional keyboard input
and mouse pointing [21]. In this study, a Leap Motion (LM)
sensor is used to capture pointing finger trajectories.
The intent prediction algorithms developed here are based on
linear motion models that incorporate the nominal destinations
of the pointing gesture. These allow the likelihood of each
of the possible endpoints to be obtained dynamically, as the
user points towards the display. A destination is assigned high
probability if the available partial pointing finger trajectory is
consistent with the motion model that postulates this endpoint
as the intended destination. Pointing data collected in a vehicle
is used to illustrate the system performance.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section
II, existing work is addressed, highlighting certain features of
the pointing gesture. The problem is formulated in Section III
and the destination-reverting prediction models are detailed in
Section IV where a pseudo-code of the implementation of pro-
posed algorithms is provided. In Section V, the performance
of the proposed inference framework is evaluated and results
of the destination-reverting prediction models are compared
against other benchmark techniques using real pointing data.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The benefits of predicting the destination of a pointing task
are widely recognised in the HCI field, e.g. [22]–[29]. Such
studies focus on pointing via a mouse or mechanical device in
a 2D set-up to acquire on-screen targets, a common mode of
human computer interaction over the past few decades. In this
paper, however, we consider 3D free hand pointing gestures
to interact with touchscreens, which is an increasingly popular
mode of interaction, including recently in automotive contexts.
Fitt’s law [30] states that the time tT required to select an item
of width W at distant ` from the starting position is given by
tT = a + b log2 (1 + `/W ) (1)
with ID = log2 (1 + `/W ) being an index of difficulty; a and
b are empirically estimated [22], [31]. As would be intuitively
expected, the selection process can be simplified and expedited
by using a pointing facilitation method such as increasing
the target size or moving targets closer to the cursor loca-
tion. The high complexity of typical GUIs, containing many
simultaneously selectable icons of different sizes and shapes,
renders such assistance ineffective without knowledge of the
intended destination [22]. Therefore, destination prediction
should precede any pointing facilitation action.
Existing prediction algorithms include the nearest neighbour,
which chooses the target that is closest to the cursor’s cur-
rent position [24], and bearing angle, which assumes that
the cursor moves in a nearly constant direction towards the
intended endpoint [23], [25]. These methods treat destination
inference as a classification problem and rely on known priors
such as selection pattern(s). Here, probabilistic prediction is
pursued and the likelihood of each nominal destination can be
determined independently from the underlying priors. If priors
become available, they can be easily included.
Regression-based predictors for 2D environments in [22], [26],
[27] leverage learnt mouse cursor movement kinematics. If
mk = [xˆtk yˆtk ]
′ is the observed cursor position at the time
instant tk (x′ denotes the transpose of x), the cursor location
at the end of the pointing task at time tT is estimated as
mˆT = m1 + `T
mk −m1
‖mk −m1‖2
(2)
where `T is the total distance travelled by the cursor since
the task start time t1, i.e. from m1, and ‖x‖2 is the L2
norm of vector x. In [26], this distance is calculated using
`T = aνmax + b, where νmax = maxt ‖mt −mt−1‖2 is
the peak observed cursor velocity up to the current time.
Regression parameters a and b are learnt a priori. To allow
for the typically slow start of a pointing movement, `T is not
predicted until νmax is above some predefined threshold. In
[27], the velocity νk at tk is assumed to be related to the
distance travelled via νk = a`2k + b`k + c. After estimating the
coefficients a, b and c from the cursor trajectory up to time tk,
the total distance is calculated using `T = αˆ`T such that ˆ`T
is determined based on the premise that νT = 0 at destination
(i.e. solving aˆ`2T +bˆ`T +c = 0) and α is a correction parameter
learned from training data.
A machine learning predictor based on inverse-optimal control
was introduced in [28]. It models the pointing movements as
m`t = Fm`t−1 + Cft + εt (3)
where m`t is a latent state that includes pointing finger position
mt, velocity, acceleration and jerk; ft is a control parameters
vector and εt is noise. A maximum entropy approach is used
to obtain the probabilities of all possible targets. This optimal-
control predictor has a high computational cost, requiring
substantial parameter training, making real-time implement-
ation difficult. The approach proposed in this paper requires
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(a) Stationary vehicle. (b) Mobile vehicle; varying speeds and road conditions.
Figure 3: Angle to target θk for 60 in-vehicle pointing tasks; thick red line is the mean value from all tasks.
(a) Stationary vehicle. (b) Mobile vehicle; varying speeds and road conditions.
Figure 4: Pointing finger velocity, ‖mk −mk−1‖2, for 60 in-vehicle pointing tasks; thick red line is the mean value.
minimal training, has low computational cost, is amenable to
parallelisation and delivers competitive performance.
In (2) and (3), the cursor is assumed to head at a nearly
constant angle towards its destination. Possible destinations
are collinear along this bearing; inferring the track length
therefore predicts the intended destination. Whilst this premise
makes intuitive sense for 2D GUIs, it does not hold for 3D
pointing trajectories. Figures 3 and 4 depict the pointing finger
heading angle to target θk and velocity for 60, 3D pointing
tracks collected in both stationary and mobile vehicles. If
dI = [dx,I dy,I dz,I ]′ is the 3D coordinates of the intended
GUI icon, the angle between the pointing finger heading and
this destination is θk , ∠ (mk −mk−1,dI); mk−1 and mk
are two successive finger-tip positions. Each of mn and di are
relative to the gesture-tracking sensor centre and orientation.
It is clear from Figure 3 that θk varies drastically over time,
especially when the vehicle is in motion, due to in-vehicle
perturbations. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that the pointing
velocity is not zero upon selecting the icon on the touchscreen
unlike pointing in 2D via a mouse cursor. Neither does the
velocity exhibit a consistent pronounced peak during the initial
ballistic pointing phase, unlike 2D trajectories [26], [27], [32].
Thus, assuming a constant heading angle to the intended target
and a predefined velocity profile as in (2) and (3) lead to poor
quality predictions for 3D free hand pointing gestures.
Recently, there has been interest in countermeasures against
perturbed user input on touchscreens due to situational impair-
ments (such as walking vibrations) and/or divided attention
for mobile computing platforms [33]–[36]. Solutions typically
rely on built-in inertial measurement units or camera(s) to
dynamically adapt the GUI layout and/or compensate for
the present noise. In automotive settings, the pointing time
and distance are noticeably longer than those for hand-held
devices. Most importantly, it is demonstrated in [37] that
the correlation between the accelerations-vibrations of the
pointing hand and those experienced in (or by) the vehicle
are often weak and ambiguous, due to the human response to
noise, seat position, cushioning, etc. Thus, compensating for
measured in-vehicle perturbations has limited effect.
In application areas, such as surveillance and defence, determ-
ining the destination of a tracked object can be valuable since
it dictates the trajectory followed by the object and offers
information on possible threats [38]–[40]. Conventional meth-
ods use tracking algorithms to infer the object state (including
position and velocity) followed by an additional mechanism
to infer its destination. In [39] and [40], the monitored spatial
area is discretised into a grid. Tracked objects can then pass
through a finite number of predefined zones. For 3D free hand
pointing gestures, however, there are infinite possible paths and
discretisation is a burdensome task. Instead, here we introduce
a simple approach that does not impose tracks the user’s hand
would be expected to follow. In this framework, tracking and
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intent-inference are a single operation.
Finally, relative ray-cast pointing, i.e. pointing at a display
from a distance, is becoming popular due to the availability
of devices such as the Nintendo Wii Remote, PlayStation
Move controller, etc. A recent overview of ray-cast pointing
facilitation schemes is given in [41]. These are similar to those
used for mouse pointing and the problem is often transformed
into 2D with a minimum device-display distance imposed.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Probabilistic Prediction Approach
Let D = {Di : i = 1, 2, ..N} be the set of N nominal
destinations, for example GUI icons displayed on an in-vehicle
touchscreen. The known 3D coordinates of the ith destination
are denoted by di, but no further assumptions are made about
the GUI layout. The objective is to determine the probability
of each possible destination being the intended endpoint of
the pointing gesture given the k available observations up to
time tk, i.e. to calculate the probability P (DI = Di | m1:k)
for i = 1, 2, ..., N , where DI ∈ D is a random variable rep-
resenting the (unknown) intended destination. Measurements
m1:k , {m1,m2, ...,mk} are captured by the gesture-tracker
at times t1, t2, ...., tk, with mn = [xˆtn yˆtn zˆtn ]
′ being the
Cartesian coordinates of the pointing finger at tn.
After inferring the probabilities P (DI = Di | m1:k) at time
tk, a point estimate of the intended destination Iˆ(tk) ∈ D can
be made by minimising a cost function via
Iˆ(tk) = arg min
D∗∈D
EDI [C(D∗,DI) | m1:k] (4)
where EDI [∙] is the expected value over possible intended
destinations DI , and C(D∗,DI) is the cost of deciding D∗
as the endpoint given DI is the true intended destination. An
intuitive classification strategy is to select the most probable
target using
Iˆ(tk) = arg max
D∗∈D
P (DI = D∗ | m1:k), (5)
which is the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimate. It can
be seen that (5) is a special case of (4) if the binary decision
criterion C(D∗,DI) = 1 if D∗ 6= DI and C(D∗,DI) = 0
otherwise, is applied, since
EDI [C(D∗,DI) | m1:k] =
N∑
i=1
C(D∗,Di)P (DI = Di|m1:k) .
(6)
For simplicity, the MAP estimate in (5) is adopted henceforth
although more elaborate cost functions can be devised. These
can also be applied to groups Dj ⊂ D rather than individual
icons; such costing strategies are not explored in this paper.
For a pointing task of duration tT , correct intent inference at
tk can reduce the pointing time by tT − tk.
B. Inference Requirements
Given the constraints of a typical vehicle environment, a
suitable predictor should possess the following features [28]:
• Computational Efficiency: this is crucial for a real-
time implementation in a vehicle environment where the
available computing resources are limited and a pointing
task is often completed within a second.
• Belief-based: IVIS applications can have different accur-
acy requirements. It is important that the predictor convey
a level of certainty along with any inference. Dynamically
estimating the probability of each destination allows
flexibility in applying pointing facilitation schemes.
• Case independent: reliable predictors are expected to
be applicable to a wide range of possible scenarios,
IVIS functionalities and GUI designs, and should be
independent of the selections sequence, GUI layout, etc.
• Adaptable: the characteristics of the pointing gesture can
be affected by many factors, including the user’s physical
ability, prior experience and driving/road conditions. The
intent predictor should be able to make use of any
available priors on the user’s behaviour or road/driving
conditions to refine its results.
As illustrated below, the probabilistic inference system pro-
posed in this paper meets these requirements.
IV. BAYESIAN INTENT INFERENCE
Using Bayes’ theorem, the probabilities of the nominal
destinations can be expressed as
P (DI = Di|m1:k) ∝ P (DI = Di)P (m1:k|DI = Di), (7)
for i = 1, 2, ..., N . The priors P (DI = Di) , Di ∈ D,
summarise existing knowledge about the probability of various
endpoints in D being the intended one, before any pointing
data is observed. Uninformative priors can be constructed by
assuming that all possible destinations are equally probable,
i.e. P (DI = Di) = 1/N for i = 1, 2, ..., N ; this is used
in the experiments in Section V. However, if priors are
available based on relevant contextual information, such as
target selection history, interface design or user profile, they
can easily be incorporated as per (7).
Linear destination-reverting models are proposed here, al-
lowing the likelihood Li(tk) = P (m1:k | DI = Di) to
be estimated for all possible destinations, i = 1, 2, ..., N ,
using Kalman filtering. These models require an intended
target as an input parameter and model the pointing finger
motion accordingly. Since the true intended destination is
unknown, they must be evaluated for each DI ∈ D in order
to determine the corresponding likelihoods. We assume that
the observed mk at tk is derived as a noisy measurement
of a true, but unknown, underlying pointing finger position
cn = [xtn ytn ztn ]
′
, and that c˙n = [x˙tn y˙tn z˙tn ]
′ is the
true finger velocity vector.
The (latent) state sI,k of a destination-reverting model at time
tk includes an estimate of the true pointing finger position
and may also encompass further properties such as true finger
velocity. It follows a linear Gaussian motion model
sI,k = FI,ksI,k−1 + κI,k + wk (8)
where sI,k−1 and sI,k are the latent state vectors at two
consecutive observation times tk−1 and tk respectively. The
deterministic transition matrix FI,k moves the state from
time tk−1 to tk, whilst κI,k is a control parameter; both
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of these can be dependent on the destination DI . The term
wk ∼ N (0,Qk) represents noise in the motion model and
is modelled as a zero mean Gaussian random vector of
covariance Qk.
The linear observation model that maps the state space into
the observation space is given by
mk = HksI,k + nk. (9)
where Hk is an observation matrix mapping from the hidden
state to the observed measurement, and nk ∼ N (0,Rk) is
zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance Rk. The pointing
movements along the x, y and z axes are assumed to be
independent, as is common in many tracking models [42].
A. Destination-Reverting Dynamic Models
Equations (8) and (9) can represent any system with a
linear Gaussian dynamic and observation model. Inference
of the hidden state sI,k in such systems can be performed
efficiently using the Kalman filter. This makes any model
that can be cast in such a form of particular interest in real-
time applications. In this section, two particular destination-
reverting models, which fit within the proposed framework
and are suitable for intent inference, are introduced. They are
dubbed the Mean Reverting Diffusion (MRD) and Equilibrium
Reverting Velocity (ERV) models.
1) MRD Model: In continuous-time, the movements of
the pointing finger are modelled as a multivariate Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with a mean-reverting term [43]. The
evolution of the system state is governed by the following
stochastic differential equation
dsI,t = Λ (dI − sI,t) dt + σdwt, (10)
where sI,t = ct, i.e. the system state consists of the finger po-
sition only. This model captures the premise that the motion of
the pointing finger ‘reverts’ towards the intended destination.
The expected motion of the finger will be in the direction of
the target, and more strongly so if the finger is further away
from the destination. This reflects the latter part of the typical
velocity profile of pointing tasks as illustrated in Figure 4.
Users tend to move relatively fast towards DI located at dI
during the initial pointing stage, with frequent diversions from
the shortest path, slowing down as they approach the intended
destination.
The diagonal matrix Λ = diag {λx, λy, λz} dictates the
mean reversion rates in each dimension. The process wt is
a standard Wiener process of unit variance, with the matrix
σ = diag {σx, σy, σz} specifying the standard deviation of the
noise component of the motion process in each dimension. It
can be useful to choose different parameter values along the
axis perpendicular to the interactive display, as this axis can
exhibit a different velocity profile to the others.
By integrating (10) over the time interval T = [t, t + τ ], we
obtain expressions for the terms in the general motion model
in (8), with
FI,k = e−Λτk , κI,k =
[
I3 − e−Λτk
]
dI (11)
Figure 5: Expected velocity profile versus the proportion of
pointing gesture completed (in time) for different levels of
damping (none, sub-critical and critical) in the ERV model.
where τk = tk − tk−1 is the time step (see Appendix A for
further details). It follows that
P (sI,k | sI,k−1) = N (sI,k;FI,ksI,k−1 + κI,k,Qk) (12)
where
Qk =
[
I3 − e−2Λτk
2Λ
]
σ2. (13)
In this case, the state vector sI,t = [xt yt zt]′ ∈ R3 is
an estimate of the pointing finger position at time t and the
observation matrix in (9) is the identity matrix, Hk = I3.
2) ERV Model: In this model, the destination is assumed to
exert an attractive force with strength proportional to distance
away from its centre dI ; a similar nonlinear model was
proposed in [44]. Its physical interpretation is that the pointing
finger is drawn towards the destination as if by a spring of
zero natural length attached to the intended target. In reality,
the ‘force’ directing the finger towards the destination is
provided by the action of the user, thus this model is a crude
approximation of the complex control system employed by a
user when moving their finger towards a target. A consequence
of the ERV model is that the attraction force (and therefore
modelled acceleration of the finger) is greatest when the
finger is far from the intended destination. By incorporating a
linear damping term, this model can produce a velocity profile
similar to that observed in Figure 4. An initial acceleration will
cause velocity to reach a maximum, followed by a gradual
decline towards the destination. Figure 5 illustrates expected
velocity profiles from the ERV model for several levels of
damping coefficients.
The state vector of this model includes the velocity of the
pointing finger and is given by sI,t = [xt x˙t yt y˙t zt z˙t]′.
The evolution of the system for an intended destination DI can
be described by the stochastic differential equation
dsI,t = A (μI − sI,t) dt + σdwt, (14)
where the mean μI = [dx,I 0 dy,I 0 dz,I 0]
′
specifies
the coordinates of the destination and wt is a standard
Wiener process. The matrix A is block-diagonal, given by
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A = diag {Ax,Ay,Az}, where
Ax =
[
0 −1
ηx ρx
]
Ay =
[
0 −1
ηy ρy
]
Az =
[
0 −1
ηz ρz
]
such that ηx, ηy and ηz set the strength of the restoration
force along the corresponding axis (physically this can be
interpreted as spring strength). The coefficients ρx, ρy and
ρz represent the strength of damping in each direction and
are an essential component in modelling the velocity profile.
Whilst critical damping might seem like a natural choice, it
implies zero pointing finger velocity at the destination, which
contradicts the velocity profiles displayed in Figure 4. Sub-
critical damping (overdamping) is therefore expected to best
model the pointing movement in most tasks, see Figure 5. The
level of additive Gaussian noise present in the dynamics is
set by σ = diag {σx, σy, σz} where σx = diag {σx,1, σx,2},
σy = diag {σy,1, σy,2} and σz = diag {σz,1, σz,2}; σx,1
and σx,2 specify the standard deviation of noise along the
x−axis in the position and velocity components, respectively
(elements of σy and σz are similarly defined).
By integrating (14) over the time interval T = [t, t + τ ],
expressions for the terms in the general motion model in (8)
can be derived as
FI,k = diag
{
e−Axτk , e−Ayτk , e−Azτk
}
,
κI,k =
 (I2 − e−Axτk) [bx,I 0]′(I2 − e−Ayτk) [by,I 0]′(
I2 − e−Azτk
)
[bz,I 0]
′
 ; (15)
see Appendix A for more details. It follows that
P (sI,k | sI,k−1 = N (sI,k;FksI,k−1 + κI,k,Qk) (16)
where
Qk = diag
{
χk,x, χk,y, χk,z
}
, (17)
with χk,x = χk,x,2
(
χk,x,4
)−1
, χk,y = χk,y,2
(
χk,y,4
)−1
,
χk,z = χk,z,2
(
χk,z,4
)−1
, such that[
χk,x,1 χk,x,2
χk,x,3 χk,x,4
]
= exp
([ −Ax σxσ′x
0 A′x
]
τk
)
,[
χk,y,1 χk,y,2
χk,y,3 χk,y,4
]
= exp
([ −Ay σyσ′y
0 A′y
]
τk
)
,
and [
χk,z,1 χk,z,2
χk,z,3 χk,z,4
]
= exp
([ −Az σzσ′z
0 A′z
]
τk
)
.
Since the model state includes velocity elements, the observa-
tion matrix is given by
Hk =
 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

.
Linear destination-reverting models with states that embody
higher order kinematics, e.g. acceleration and/or jerks, can be
also considered within the framework given here.
B. Sequential Likelihood Evaluation
In the systems described by (10) and (14), the model state is
explicitly dependent on the destination, which is not known a
priori. However, by considering N such models, one for each
possible endpoint, Di that leads to a model best explaining
the observed partial pointing trajectory m1:k is assigned the
highest probability of being the intended destination DI .
The likelihood of the partially observed trajectory up to time
tk can be written as
P (m1:k | DI = Di) = P (mk | m1:k−1,DI = Di)×
P (mk−1 | m1:k−2,DI = Di), .... × P (m1|DI = Di).
(18)
This implies that calculating the Prediction Error Decom-
position (PED) P (mk | m1:k−1,DI = Di ) after each meas-
urement is sufficient to sequentially obtain the likelihood
P (m1:k | DI = Di) for each Di ∈ D, using (18) as outlined
below. This enables inference of the intended destination DI
at tk via the MAP estimator in (5). For intent inference,
the primary objective is the estimation of the observation
likelihoods Li(tk) given the N nominal destinations, rather
than estimating the posterior distribution of the hidden state,
as in traditional tracking applications [42], [45]. Nonetheless,
the hidden state can be inferred as described in Section IV-C.
To simplify the notation, let
eˆi,k|k−1 = E [ek | m1:k−1,DI = Di]
=
∫
Rn
ekP (ek | m1:k−1,DI = Di) dei,k (19)
be the predicted mean (point estimate) of the arbitrary vector
ek ∈ Rn and let its predicted covariance be
Peei,k|k−1 = E
[(
ek − eˆk|k−1
) (
ek − eˆk|k−1
)′] , ∫
Rn
(ek
−eˆi,k|k−1)
(
ek − eˆi,k|k−1
)′
P (ek | m1:k−1,DI = Di) dei,k,
(20)
where Di ∈ D is the destination. Also, the corrected point es-
timate given by eˆi,k|k = E [ek | m1:k,DI = Di] and Peei,k|k =
E
[(
ek − eˆk|k
) (
ei,k − eˆk|k
)′] is similarly defined.
The Chapman-Kolmogorov identity states that the predicted
distribution of the system state is given by P (si,k |m1:k−1 ) =∫
Rn P (si,k |si,k−1 ) P (si,k−1 |m1:k−1 ) dsi,k−1 and thereby
the predictive distribution of the next observation is
P (mk |m1:k−1,DI = Di ) =
∫
Rn
P (mk |si,k )
× P (si,k |m1:k−1 ) dsi,k.
This leads to a predictive mean given by
mˆi,k|k−1 =
∫
R3
∫
Rn
mkP (mk | si,k) P (si,k | m1:k−1) dsi,kdmk
= Hksˆi,k|k−1 (21)
since the observation noise is zero-mean, E [mk | si,k] =
Hksi,k, and the mean of the predictive state-vector is given
by sˆi,k|k−1 =
∫
Rn si,kP (sk | m1:k−1) dsi,k, as per (19).
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Correspondingly, the predictive covariance reduces to
Pmmi,k|k−1 =
∫
Rn
[
Hksi,k + nk − mˆi,k|k−1
]
[Hksi,k + nk
− mˆi,k|k−1]′P (si,k |m1:k−1 ) dsi,k
= HkPssi,k|k−1H
′
k + Rk. (22)
such that Pssi,k|k−1 =
∫
Rn
[
si,k − sˆi,k|k−1
] [
si,k − sˆi,k|k−1
]′
×P (si,k |m1:k−1 ) dsi,k. This is based on the assumption that
the mapped state Hksi,k is independent of the observation
noise nk. The predictive state mean sˆi,k|k−1 and covariance
Pssi,k|k−1 are conditioned on all but the current observation mk
at time tk. Thus, the PED for DI = Di is
P (mk |m1:k−1,DI = Di ) = N
(
mk; mˆi,k|k−1,Pmmi,k|k−1
)
.
(23)
The predictive state distribution is given by
P (si,k |m1:k−1 ) = N
(
si,k; sˆi,k|k−1,Pssi,k|k−1
)
. (24)
Its mean and covariance are required to calculate mˆi,k|k−1
and Pmmi,k|k−1 in (23). They can be deduced in a similar way
to (21)-(23) and are defined by
sˆi,k|k−1 = Fi,ksi,k−1|k−1 + κi,k (25)
and
Pssi,k|k−1 = Fi,kP
ss
i,k−1|k−1F
T
i,k + Qk, (26)
noting that the dynamic noise wk is uncorrelated with
(Fi,ksk + κi,k) and has a zero mean. The previously estimated
model state sˆi,k−1|k−1 and the estimation covariance matrix
Pssi,k−1|k−1 utilise all the available observations m1:k−1 at the
previous time instant tk−1. Thus, at tk they are available when
computing (25) and (26).
To determine sˆi,k|k and Pssi,k|k necessary for calculating the
likelihoods at the next time step tk+1, i.e. Li(tk+1), via (18),
(23) and (24), the Kalman filtering update equation is applied.
It produces
sˆi,k|k = sˆi,k|k−1 + Gi,k
(
mk − mˆi,k|k−1
) (27)
and
Pssi,k|k = P
ss
i,k|k−1 −Gi,kPmmi,k|k−1G′i,k (28)
such that Gi,k = Psmi,k|k−1
(
Pmmi,k|k−1
)−1
is the Kalman gain
and Psmi,k|k−1 = Pssi,k|k−1H′k [45].
Algorithm 1 details a sequential implementation of the pro-
posed probabilistic intent inference approach whose block
diagram, including a bank of N Kalman filters, is depicted in
Figure 6. In the pseudo-code, each of P (m1:k | DI = Di) and
P (DI = Di | m1:k) for Di ∈ D are calculated with the arrival
of a new observation from the gesture-tracker. Normalization
is performed to ensure that
∑N
i=1 P (DI = Di | m1:k) = 1.
At the initial time t1, initialisation of the inputs sˆi,1, τ1 and
Pssi,1|1 is based on prior knowledge of their possible values.
Applying Algorithm 1 also requires specifying the model
parameters, such as the reversion matrices (Λ or A) and
dynamic noise matrix σ. The state transition and observation
functions are independent of time for the MRD and ERV
models. With a constant time step between observations (i.e.
for fixed-rate data measurements), the state transition matrix
Fi,k and covariance matrix Qk are the same for all destinations
in both models, and thus need only be calculated once at the
start of the algorithm. Similarly, the observation noise Rn
covariance is often independent of time.
The Kalman filter can be calculated efficiently. It has a
computational cost of order O(n3), where n is the dimension
of model state in (8), e.g. n = 3 for MRD and n = 6
for ERV. The proposed approach entails running N simul-
taneous such filters. Since these are independent, the method
is straightforward to parallelise. Given the minimal parameter
training required for the destination-reverting models and the
low dimensionality of their states, the proposed prediction
framework is computationally efficient and lends itself to real-
time implementation. For example, an unoptimised MATLAB
implementation of the destination-reverting predictor for N =
21 destinations can be computed in under 7ms on a standard
desktop PC (with Intel i7 CPU running at 3.4 GHz) at each
step (i.e. per observation).
Algorithm 1 Proposed Sequential Intent Inference
Input: P (DI = Di) (priors), di (location of the nominal
destinations) i = 1, 2, ...N , Rn (observation noise covari-
ance), σ (state transition noise standard deviation), model
parameters (e.g. Λ for MRD and A for ERV).
Initialise sˆi,1, τ1 , Pssi,1|1.
for each observation (m1,m2, ...,mT captured at time
instants tk = t1, t2, ..., tT ) do
– Calculate τk (time step), Hk (observation matrix) and
Qk (dynamic noise covariance).
for (each possible destination) i = 1...N do
– Calculate κi,k (state control parameter) and Fi,k
(state transition function).
– Calculate sˆi,k|k−1 via (25) and Pssi,k|k−1 via (26).
– Calculate mˆi,k|k−1 and Pmmi,k|k−1 via (21) and (22).
– Calculate P (mk |m1:k−1,DI = Di ) in (23).
– Calculate P (m1:k|DI = Di) via (18).
– Compute sˆi,k|k via (27) and Pssi,k|k via (28) to be
utilised in the calculations for the next observation.
– Compute the destination unnormalised probability
Pˆ (DI = Di|m1:k) = P (DI = Di)P (m1:k|DI = Di)
end for
– Determine the probability of each destination via
P (DI = Di|m1:k) ≈ Pˆ (DI = Di|m1:k)∑
Di∈D Pˆ (DI = Di|m1:k)
.
– Infer the MAP destination Iˆ(tk) via (5).
end for
C. Hidden State Estimation
The filters described above can be utilised to estimate
the pointing trajectory c1:k that is free of unintentional
perturbation-generated movements. This can be achieved by
calculating the posterior distribution of the portions of the
state vector corresponding to the pointing finger position. The
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Figure 6: Block diagram for sequentially determining the prediction error decomposition for N nominal destinations.
posterior distribution of the state sk at time tk is a Gaussian
mixture distribution. It is given by a weighted mixture of the
conditional posterior estimates corresponding to each of the
N destinations, Di ∈ D, and can be expressed by
P (sk|m1:k) =
N∑
i=1
P (si,k |m1:k ) P (DI = Di |m1:k ) , (29)
where the component weights are given by
P (DI = Di | m1:k)
=
P (m1:k | DI = Di) P (DI = Di)∑N
n=1 P (m1:k | DI = Dn) P (DI = Dn)
. (30)
The state distribution P (si,k | m1:k) = N
(
si,k; sˆi,k|k,Pssi,k|k
)
is calculated by the sequential state update step in Figure 6
using (27) and (28), and the likelihoods P (m1:k | DI = Di)
are calculated in (18).
Hence, the proposed approach not only allows destination pre-
diction, but also permits the estimation of the true underlying
pointing gesture trajectory. It combines intent inference and
state estimation in a single framework. For very severe perturb-
ations arising from rough terrains and manifesting themselves
as significant jolts in the pointing finger movements, more
advanced filtering techniques such as Sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) methods can be used to remove nonlinear unintentional
components of the pointing gesture during a pre-processing
stage as in [13]. In the latter, the perturbations-originated
movements are modelled as having a jump-diffusion driven
mean-reverting velocity process and a variable rate particle
filter implementation is employed to filter the trajectory.
V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
This section assesses the performance of the proposed intent
inference algorithms using data collected in an instrumented
vehicle driven over several types of test tracks; other common
benchmark prediction techniques are also examined. The sys-
tem in Figure 2 is mounted to the car dashboard as depicted
in Figure 7. Prediction and analysis is performed by a module
running on the touchscreen and the observation collection
interval is τk ≈ 20ms. The evaluation is based on 85 typical
pointing tasks conducted by four users in a mobile vehicle for
various road conditions. The layout of the experimental GUI
is identical to that shown in Figure 2 with N = 21 nominal
destinations (less than 2cm apart). Each pointing task requires
a participant to point at a specified (highlighted) icon on the
interface. Tasks that resulted in the user successfully selecting
the highlighted icon are considered since the ground truth
intention is known; this is necessary to objectively evaluate
and compare the prediction models being tested. The task
and predictions commence once the user’s pointing finger
starts moving in the direction of the touchscreen. Figure 8
shows measurements obtained from three complete pointing
trajectories, i.e. m1:T . They are recorded under three dis-
tinct conditions, which noticeably influence the pointing hand
movements. For example, perturbations due to the harsh terrain
are clearly visible in the corresponding pointing trajectory,
compared to the smooth track recorded whilst the vehicle is
stationary.
A. Performance Metrics
Prediction performance is evaluated in terms of the al-
gorithm ability to successfully establish the true intended icon
D+ of a pointing task via the MAP estimator in (5), i.e. the
prediction success is defined by S(tk) = 1 if Iˆ(tk) = D+
and S(tk) = 0 otherwise, for observations arriving at time
tk ∈ {t1, t2, ..., tT }. Here, the following metrics are examined:
1) Temporal intent inference (Figure 9): the classification
success is displayed against the percentage of the point-
ing time tp = 100× tk/tT . This illustrates how early in
the pointing gesture the predictor can correctly infer the
intended destination.
2) Aggregate prediction success (Figure 10): this shows the
proportion of the total pointing gesture (in time) for
which the algorithm correctly predicted the true intended
item on the interface, i.e. 1T
∑T
k=1 S(tk).
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3) Prediction uncertainty (Figure 11): this captures the
level of confidence the inference mechanism has
in its predictions. The log uncertainty is given
by: ϑ(tk) = − log10 Pˆ (DI = D+ | m1:k) where
Pˆ (DI = D+ | m1:k) is the estimated posterior probab-
ility of the true destination being the intended target at
time tk. It should be noted that high prediction success
does not necessarily imply high prediction certainty and
vice versa. Nevertheless, it is expected that ϑ(tk) → 0
as tk → tT for a reliable predictor.
In each of Figures 9, 10 and 11, the outcomes from 85 pointing
tasks are averaged. In all experiments, the predictor is unaware
of the trajectory end time and destination when making
decisions. Figures 9 and 11 show results after completing
10% of the pointing task, since prior to this no meaningful
predictions are observed.
B. Other Prediction Models
In addition to the destination reverting models, the following
two benchmark methods are also tested:
• Nearest Neighbour (NN): this is an intuitive model that
assigns the highest probability to Di ∈ D closest to the
observed pointing finger position. Thus, we can write
P (mk | DI = Di) = N
(
mk;di, σ2NN
)
where di is the
location of the ith destination and σ2NN is the covariance
of the multivariate normal distribution.
• Bearing Angle (BA): this is based on the premise
that the user points directly towards the destination,
i.e. the cumulative angle to the intended destination
should be minimal. The heading angle is assumed to
be a zero mean random variable with fixed variance,
i.e. P (mk | mk−1,DI = Di) = N
(
θk; 0, σ2BA
)
where
θk = ∠ (mk −mk−1,di). Thus, we can express the
measurements likelihood as P (m1:k | DI = Di) =
P (m1 | DI = Di)
∏k
n=1 P (mk | mk−1,DI = Di) for
Di ∈ D with σ2BA a design parameter.
C. Design Parameters and Models Training
The trajectories considered are divided into two groups
based on the level of perturbation present: relatively ‘smooth’
Figure 7: Data collection system in an instrumented vehicle.
Figure 8: Three typical complete 3D pointing finger-tip tra-
jectories to select the highlighted items on the in-vehicle
touchscreen (blue plane); arrows indicate the finger direction
of travel over time, with t1 < tk.
tracks, and trajectories including sudden sharp movements (see
Figure 8, for example). For each group, a number of sample
trajectories (under 20% of the group) are used to train the
NN, BA, MRD and ERV models by choosing appropriate
parameter values for σNN, σBA, σ, Λ, A and Rn. These
parameters are then employed when applying the methods to
the remaining out of sample trajectories in each group. The
parameter training criterion is the maximisation of the model
likelihood P (m1:T | DI = D+, Ω) for the true destination
D+, which is known for the in-sample training trajectories.
The parameter set Ω encompasses all the model parameters,
e.g. Ω = {A, σ,Rn} for ERV. Thus,
Ωˆ = arg max
Ω
J∏
j=1
P (mj1:T | Di = DI , Ω), (31)
where mj1:T is jth complete pointing trajectory in the training
set and J is the number of training tracks. Unlike applying the
chosen parameters only on the training set as in the prelimin-
arily study in [37], [46], this parameter estimation procedure
is more suitable for an operational on-line system and better
reflects the system performance in practice. Parameter training
is an off-line process, but need only be completed once.
D. Results1
Figure 9 shows that the proposed destination inference
methods allow prediction of the intended destination signific-
antly earlier in the pointing gesture than benchmark methods.
1Please refer to the attached video, http://link.eng.cam.ac.uk/Main/BIA23,
demonstrating the proposed intent inference algorithms operating in real-time
on a sample of typical in-vehicle pointing gestures.
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Figure 9: Mean percentage of destination successful prediction
as a function of pointing time tp.
They significantly outperform the NN, especially in the first
10%-70% of the pointing task (in time). This is the crucial
time period for which enabling pointing facilitation regimes
can be most effective. Destination prediction towards the end
of the pointing gesture (e.g. in the last third of the pointing
time) has limited benefit, since by that stage the user has
already dedicated the necessary visual, cognitive and manual
efforts to execute the task. For example, the ERV model has a
successful prediction rate two to three times that of NN for tp
between 10% and 30% of the total track time. As expected,
the performance gap between the ERV and NN diminishes
towards the end of the pointing task as the pointing finger
becomes inherently close to the destination.
The ERV consistently outperforms the NN and BA (except
in the last 5% of the pointing time) in Figure 9, unlike the
optimal-control-based predictor as reported in [28]. However,
the MRD model falls behind the NN for tp ≥ 50%, after
which changes in position and thereby the reverting term effect
become limited. Additionally, the bearing angle performance
drastically deteriorates with the increase of tp since the reliab-
ility of the heading angle as a measure of intent declines as the
the pointing finger gets closer to the destination. For instance,
as tp → 100%, θk can take almost arbitrarily values, especially
for perturbed trajectories, see Figure 3, resulting in the high
level of classification errors observed. In the early portion of
the pointing gesture, however, BA notably outperforms NN.
In terms of overall prediction success, Figure 10 reveals
that the destination-reverting linear models deliver the highest
overall correct predictions across the pointing trajectories;
ERV has the highest aggregate correct predictions, exceeding
65% of the pointing time. Both NN and BA exhibit similar
performance for the relatively large data set examined. The NN
model has the lowest variance in correct predictions, as shown
by the error bars in Figure 10. This stems from the model
simplicity as it has only one design parameter σNN , although
this robustness is undermined by the NN’s distinctly poor
performance during the critical time region tp ≤ 45%. The
results in Figures 9 and 10 clearly illustrate the superior per-
formance of the MRD and ERV models, especially with regard
to early destination prediction. For example, in 60% of cases,
Figure 10: Gesture portion (in time) during which the correct
destination is inferred.
Figure 11: Average log prediction uncertainty.
the ERV model can make successful destination inference after
only 30% of the gesture, potentially reducing pointing time
and effort by 70%. Since interactions with displays are very
prevalent in modern vehicle environments small improvements
in pointing task efficiency, even reducing pointing times by
few milliseconds, will have substantial aggregate benefits on
safety and overall user experience, especially for a driving
system user.
Figure 11 shows that the destination-reverting models intro-
duced here can make correct predictions with substantially
higher confidence levels compared to benchmark techniques
for the majority of the pointing trajectory. As intuitively
expected, the NN method, which only uses current position
information, is highly uncertain early in the pointing task and
its uncertainty ϑ(tk) decreases as tk → tT . NN prediction
certainty inevitably becomes higher than that of the MRD
and ERV methods towards the end of the selection task as
the pointing finger becomes very close to the destination (for
tp ≥ 90% in Figure 11). Notably, prediction certainty for
BA declines as tp increases, reflecting the unreliability of the
heading angle measure, particularly later in the gesture.
Whilst the above simulations do not constitute a complete
experimental evaluative study, which is not the purpose of
this paper, Figures 9, 10 and 11 clearly demonstrate the tan-
gible performance gains provided by the proposed predictors.
Testing was conducted on a relatively large number of typical
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pointing trajectories. The improvements are particularly visible
in the critical early portion of the pointing task. The models
introduced here require relatively minimal training, with less
than a fifth of the available trajectories used to learn model
parameters via a maximum likelihood procedure. The results
also indicate that the simple nearest neighbour model delivers
competitive performance towards the end of the pointing
gestures, i.e. as the pointing finger approaches the screen. It
performs even better than more complex models such as MRD
during this late period. Hence, an effective strategy might be
to use MRD or ERV until the pointing finger is close to the
interactive display surface, e.g. based on a predefined distance
to the touchscreen (along the z-axis in Figures 2 and 8), after
which NN predictions could be used. This would have the
further benefit of very intuitive prediction in the region near
the screen, potentially reducing user frustration at any incorrect
predictions in ‘easy’ cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper sets out a framework for probabilistic belief-
based intent inference for pointing gesture based interactions
in a 3D environment. By using a gesture-tracker and suitable
destination-reverting linear models, in-vehicle intent-aware
displays can predict the item a user intends to select remark-
ably early in the pointing gesture. This can significantly reduce
the pointing time and the effort associated with interacting
with the GUI. Thus, usability of interactive displays in the
vehicle environment can be significantly improved by min-
imising the visual, cognitive and manual workload necessary
to operate them, especially for the driver [1]–[3], [8]–[10],
[22]. The proposed system could also be used to facilitate
pointing at 3D or virtual displays where depth information is
crucial, and where the interactive area is projected rather than
displayed on a physical surface.
The two prediction models introduced can provide substantial
performance enhancements compared to existing methods.
Moreover, they are: 1) computationally efficient, with a Kal-
man filter-type implementation, 2) easy to train, requiring
minimal training data, 3) probabilistic belief-based algorithms,
and 4) adaptable to the application requirements and/or inter-
face design via easily configured priors on the probability of
selecting interface elements; such priors can be acquired from
additional sensory data such as eye gaze [47]. Whilst mean
reverting diffusion and equilibrium reverting velocity models
are proposed in this paper, other linear destination-reverting
models could be applied within the formulated framework.
This study serves to motivate further research into intent-aware
interactive displays, especially with the increased interest in
gesture based interactions in vehicles, e.g. [48] and, more
generally, [21]. It calls for a complete experimental evaluative
study that considers a large number of users, human factors,
road categories and driving conditions. This will best quantify
the gains of the proposed intent predictors and will serve to
inform the choice of pointing facilitation technique(s) that
make best use of the intent prediction results to improve the
overall user experience.
APPENDIX A
INTEGRATION AND MOMENTS OF A LINEAR MODEL
Both MRD and ERV models can be represented in a
continuous-time setting by the linear, time-invariant stochastic
differential equation
dsI,t = A (aI − sI,t) dt + σdwt, (32)
where sI,t ∈ Rn×1 is the latent system state, A ∈ Rn×n,
aI ∈ Rn×1 and σ ∈ Rn×n are (constant) parameters of the
system, and wt ∈ Rn×1 is a standard Weiner process. Let
f(sI,t, t) = eAtsI,t, then, using Itoˆ’s lemma, we have
df(sI,t, t) = AaIeAtdt + σeAtdwt (33)
Integrating (33) over T = [t1, t2] including the initial value
eAt1sI,t1 leads to
eAt2sI,t2 = e
At1sI,t1 +
[
eAt2 − eAt1] aI + ∫ t2
t1
eAvσdwv.
(34)
Hence,
sI,t2 = e
−AτsI,t1 +
[
In − e−Aτ
]
aI +
∫ t2
t1
eA(v−t2)σdwv
(35)
such that τ = t2− t1 and In is a n×n identity matrix. Noting
that E [dwv] = 0, it can be easily seen that
E [sI,t2 |sI,t1 ] = e−AτsI,t1 +
[
In − e−Aτ
]
aI . (36)
The conditional covariance can be calculated using Itoˆ’s iso-
metry such that
Cov [sI,t2 |sI,t1 ] = E
[(∫ t2
t1
eA(v−t2)σdwv
)2
| sI,t1
]
=
∫ t2
t1
eA(v−t2)σσ′eA
′(v−t2)dv (37)
which can be simplified based on the structure of A and σ for
the MRD and ERV models. Two distinct simplified derivations
of (37) are given in [43] and [49].
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